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view .Q: How to avoid bringing too many empty string when doing XHR in JS? I am making a quiz for a school project and thus
use JavaScript to avoid having to make a single MySQL query for each question. To do this, I want to make as little queries as
possible, so after a user has answered, I want to know the text of the answer as a string and if it is correct, insert it in a database.
Now, my problem is the following: after a user has answered a question, the server sends back a short string, namely: "You
answered that question correctly". This string is then displayed as an alert. Now, if the string is empty or "You answered that
question correctly" is an empty string, I can just store the string without even doing an alert. However, for this to happen, I need
to store empty string as a string and I have the impression that this is a bad practice. Question: what is the best way to fix this
problem? A: i'm not sure what's better practice here, but you could store it in a data attribute. You answered that question
correctly then you can check if( element.data('answer') === '' ){ //do something } another thing you could do is set a class on
your div for each right answer, and add a class to your wrong answer, then you could just check to see which ones have the
correct class $('div').hasClass('correct-answer') this way you can make a more user friendly error. full example: foo bar jquery:
$('.answer-container div').hasClass('correct-answer') and you could bind a click event to divs with the right class and set it to no-
js fallbacks (which is js) $('.right-answer').on('click', function(){ if(! $(this).is('[data-correct="no"]') ){ doNothing(); }else{
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